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MORE THAN

200,000 lives
have been lost

to COVID-19
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“ The illiterate of the 21st century
will not be those who cannot read
and write, but those who cannot
learn, unlearn, and relearn.”
Attributed to Alvin Toffler as a distillation
of his work in the book Future Shock

...those who cannot connect,
re-connect and collaborate
with others.
Source: http://www.gdnonline.com
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The Traditional Paradigm has been DISRUPTED

WORK WORKER WORKPLACE

Structured and
more defined

Organization provides
all they need

Simplified connection
to peers and learning

CONTINUOUSLY
EVOLVING AND DISRUPTED

OWNERSHIP FOR THE
LEARNING JOURNEY

COMPLEX, MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
PATHS TO PEERS AND LEARNING
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From 3.0 to 4.0 – A Transformational Shift
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5

BEST PRACTICES

4
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1
BEGIN WITH A
LEARNER CENTRIC
DESIGN APPROACH
[FOCUS ON THE
RELEVANCE]

DESIGN FOR A
RANGE OF
MOMENTS OF
LEARNING NEED
AND EXPANDED
LEARNING ROLES

to Help Learners Thrive

3
LEVERAGE
TECHNOLOGY
APPROPRIATELY

HELP THEM
CONNECT,
RECONNECT AND
COLLABORATE –
NEW MINDSETS,
KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS

5
BLEND LIKE
A SMOOTHIE
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Begin with Learner Centric Design

-
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IF CONTENT WERE WATER…

… relevance would be the drinkability.
Too many of our learners
are dying of thirst!

THEY HAVE AN FUNDAMENTAL ROLE IN NOURISHING THEMSELVES
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3 Layers of RELEVANCE

R 123
BUSINESS
ACUMEN

What does an income
statement look like?

What does our income
statement look like?

What can an income
statement tell you?

What does our income
statement tell you?

How can I use our
income statement
to drive business
decisions?

?
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NEW ROLES for the Connected Learning Organization
MOMENTS OF
LEARNING NEED
1. Learn-first time
2. Learn-more
3. Apply/Refine
4. Adjust to change
5. React to Failure

EXPANDED LEARNER
ROLES

CONNECTED ORGANIZATION
LEARNING ROLES

1. Consumer

1. Learning Connectors

2. Moderator

2. Learning Bridgers

3. Curator

3. Specialists for Coaching
and Mentoring

4. Contributor
5. Creator

4. Information Brokers

6. Collaborator

OTHER EMERGING
MOMENTS
• Innovate
• Grow for Next Role

Reference: “5 moments of Learning Need” from Gottfredson and Mosher

Inspiration from: Rob Cross’ Work on Collaboration
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The Work-Learning Ecosystem Has Become More Complicated
Point of Learning
Points of
Access

{

Device &
Interaction
Measurement
& Analytics
Experience

(social, immersive,
spaced, micro,
gamified)

Content
Management

Learning
Assets

Point of Work

User Interface/Learning Portal

Collaborative
Work Spaces

(Dynamic HTML 5 Portal)

Launch, Track, and Report

Curate, Track, and Report

(LMS)

Mobile Device

Level 1

Survey/Reaction

(Curation or Hybrid)

Work Platforms

Mobile Device

BYOD

Laptop/Desktop

Facility/Company Provided

Level 2
Test

Test Engines

Slack, MS Teams

Level 3/4
Transfer/ROI

Experience &
Engagement

Wearable Tech
Adaptive
Platforms

HCM Suite

Analytics

Workday, SuccessFactors

External Sites
Learning
Path

MOOC

Learning
Bots

v

Event

Multimedia
v
Servers

Develop, Author, Publish

Campaign
Adaptive
Learning

Work Enabled
Reinforcement

Digital Asset
Managers

AR
VR
MR

Document
Management

Social

Curation

Work Specific
Knowledge
Management
Sites
SharePoint, Igloo

Videos

Micro WBTs

iPDFs

Images

Quizzes

Animations

Micro V/ILTs

Job Aids

NEW MINDSET and SKILLS for the new workforce
CORE MINDSETS
1. Learning Agility and Ownership
2. Adaptability/Resilience
3. Empathy

4. Growth
5. Innovation
6. Inclusion

INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTOR

MANAGER & LEADER SKILLS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
Collaboration
Critical Thinking & Problem Solving
Creativity
Storytelling / Persuasion/ Influence
Digital Foundations
Analytics for Data-Driven Decision Making
Emotional Intelligence at Work

Leading Teams with Emotional Intelligence
Data Analytics and Customer Insight
Global Collaboration
Managing and Leveraging Risk
Fostering Innovation
Emerging Technologies e.g. AI
Authenticity & Communication with Transparency
Digital Leadership skills
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BLENDED LEARNING for the digital learning journey

OLD NEW
VS
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Testimonial videos and
podcasts from influencers

Virtual community and
support to build EI champions

Degreed
EI Skill Plan

Emotional
Intelligence
Chatbot

Cohort Driven
Spaced Experience

Practical tools
and tips for both
employees and
leaders

Emotional
Intelligence
Learning
Components

A Leader and Manager’s
Toolkit with activities
for their team

Interactive quizzes and
scenarios to offer insight
and opportunities to
practice

Communications reaching
employees where they’re at
including AR engagement
memes
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SARAH’S
JOURNEY

The following is a quick summary of the learning experience.
The journey is based in the Degreed instance and includes
a rich base of micro assets and online and offline activities.

Emotional Intelligence

Successful teams drive performance! This mean your team is important to what we do. It is important to set team norms.
Creating team norms gives every team member an opportunity to express what’s important to them, as well as to learn what’s
important to their team members. Normsthat address a team's operating rhythm, communication, decision-making, and

I N TRO

accountability can have
a big impact
on team cohesiveness and performance. What are your team’s norms?
How To: Collaborating
with
Others

Collaboration is key! We need to collaborate with others to achieve common goals. Groups that can work well together are more

YOUWhen
NEED
QUESTIONS
productive.
you are focused onINSTRUCTIONS
a common goal, a common vision – you have
a bigger part inTO
the ASK
goal. Being productive,
Emotional Intelligence WHAT
active, and emotionally intelligent is collaboration!
1. MANAGING TIME: Does this time work for everyone? Are we in
• Dedicated time for team
1. Prior to the meeting start, put
agreement to start and end on time?
huddles
up six flip chart pages – one for
ACTIVE
PARTICIPATION:
category
to thegoals.
right.Teams that can2. work
Collaboration•isRespect
key! We need
to collaborate
achieve
common
well together
are moreHow will you participate? Who will lead
for each
team with others toeach
2. Provide
eachvision
team–member
CULTIVATE
YOUWhen
NEED
productive.
the team is focused
on a common COLLABORATION
goal,
a common
memberswithfeel like they the
havemeetings?
a bigger What’
part ins the
the attendance policy?
Emotional Intelligence WHAT
member
a stack
of stickyand
notes.
goal. You need to coach the team and
them believeGOAL:
that
challenges
obstacles
can the
be overcome.
3. isCONFIDENTIALITY:
open? What can be
1. help
FOCUS
Do you know
the goal that
team
trying to achieve? Will
Makethesuremeetings
it is clearbeand
• Ability to listen, reflect,
and ON THE
3. Team members will write down
• Respect for each team
taken outmayof need
meetings?
you understand your role in the group. Also realize the mission/goal
to change or evolve.
respond
answers to questions on their
member
4. ACTIVE
Howorcan
we encourage
listening? How will
What ampads.
I doing?
What honesty.
is each team member
doing?LISTENING:
Am I helping
hindering
the team?
bring2.it can
inCOMMUNICATE:
your
Encourage
Onboarding• toCommon
a New Team
is•anWillingness
exciting time,to but
also be scary! Newsticky
talent is vital
to MetLife'
s success. We want you
goals
we discourage
Summarize
what
you
are
doing
and
ask
for
feedback.
If
you
need
something,interruptions?
say something. Don’t be afraid
on the
WHAT
NEED
to feelYOU
welcomed
and valued in knowledge
yourCULTIVATE
position.andHerepastareCOLLABORATION
some steps you4. canPosttakethetoresponses
help you and
yourwallemotional intelligence
• Ability to listen, reflect,
and
to ask questions orand
provide
your input.to You
could provide5.a new
sparkEXPECTATIONS:What
for the team.
CLEAR
experience
consensus
in your role. Meet new people, collaborate
withAother
andyour
taketeam
it review.
oneknow
dayCome
atwhat
a time.
theretowards?
is a lot
toDo they know why they aredo you expect from team
1. HAVE
CLEARdepartments,
MISSION: Does
theyWeareknow
working
respond
you expect where
from outside
as a team. is going to go your way. Changemembers?
BE FLEXIBLE: Not everything
is inevitable.What
Seekdocompromise
you can.participants? What
• Respect
learn! for each team
• Flip chartcollaborating?
and post3.it Itnotes
is important to realize the mission may need to change or evolve.
do you expect from me? What do you expect from the meeting?
5. Write the agreed-upon team
member • Willingness to bring in your
4. BE AUTHENTIC: Be true to yourself and your knowledge, skills, and abilities. Don’t pretend to be something
What am
I doing?
is each individual on the team doing? How will this help
norms
on theWhat
flip chart.
knowledge and past2. CLEAR COMMUNICATION:
6. members.
DECISION MAKING: How will we make decisions? How will we
you aren’t. Being authentic helps build trust with your group
• Emotional intelligence
the
team
move
forward?
Have
team
members
summarize
what
they
are
doing
to
help
reinforce
tasks
and
6. Agree as a team that all of you
experiences INSTRUCTIONS
handle conflict? How will we reach consensus? What if we do not
WHAT YOU• NEED
RELIABLE:orDon’t
up forto meetings
late. Don’t cancel. Deliver on your promises and communicate as
Common goals
actions, clear5. upBEquestions,
raisewillshow
issues.
adhere
these norms.
reach a consensus?
• Time management
needed.
If you need
assistance,gotaskthis!
for it.It’sPartnering
with
otherstimeto complete
tasks is a great way to
• Ability
to listen,
reflect, and 1.3. Close
• Time to reflect
and ask
questions
your eyes
and
take
aHow
newwillandmeetings
exciting
to learnHow
ESTABLISH
NORMS:
Beinga deep
on thebreath!
same You’ve
page is important.
be handled?
will you
• Flexibility
collaborate.
something
new,with
engage
manage
relationships.
communicate
yourand
team?
How willnewdecisions
be reached?
• A journal (andrespond
a pen) to record
6.in theBEmoment.
INNOVATIVE
& PROBLEM SOLVE: Share new ideas! Don’t be afraid to create or think outside of the box.
• Willingness
to bring
notes, contact
info, or things
you in your 2.4. Stay
presentCOLLABORATION:
Avoid
FOSTER
Make multitasking.
members feel included and significant, regardless of the size of their
Your team norms should allow for this time. If you run into a problem or obstacle on your project – ask for
want to learnknowledge
more about.and experience 3. Build
role.relationships.
Provide timeMeet
at each meeting for members to discuss their tasks, achievements, and hurdles.
help. your new team and be positive. Prior to meeting new people – take
I N TRO

How To: Onboarding to a New Team

• Video-conferencing for
• Discovery skills
remote
• Knowledge that
you members
won’t
remember everything, but
continue to ask questions.
• Time to take care of yourself

to review organizational
to understand
teammembers
setup. must be coached and led to believe the
5. time
ENCOURAGE
INNOVATION &charts
PROBLEM
SOLVING:theTeam
challenges
theypages
face, can
and more
will beabout
overcome.
Tackledo.problem-solving.
4. Review
otherand
linesobstacles
of business’
to learn
what they
This will help youDon’t
if let issues or
youproblems
need tolinger.
collaborate with other groups.
CELEBRATE
team works
well new
together
a common goal.
5.6. Seek
input andCOLLABORATION:
guidance. It’s ok! Celebrate
You won’t when
know your
everything.
Use your
teamtoasachieve
a resource
as anand
example
teams so they
can model the behavior.
toAlso,
helpuse
youitlearn
grow.forThisother
is awareness
of others!
6. Establish open communication with your manager and your team members.
7. Take care of yourself! Starting a new job can be mentally and physically stressful. Don’t burn
yourself out. Take time for you. Spend some time doing activities that invigorate you! This is
awareness of self!

Over the course of the
month, she reads articles
and downloads one of
the How To Guides.

Emotional Intelligence

I N TRO

How To: Create Team Norms – In-Person Meeting
Emotional Intelligence

Successful teams drive performance! This mean your team is important to what we do. It is important to set team norms.
Creating team norms gives every team member an opportunity to express what’s important to them, as well as to learn what’s
important to their team members. Normsthat address a team's operating rhythm, communication, decision-making, and

accountability can have
a big impact
on team cohesiveness and performance. What are your team’s norms?
How To: Collaborating
with
Others
I N TRO

Over the course of the
month, she joins and
collaborates in an
Emotional Intelligence
community space.

Collaboration is key! We need to collaborate with others to achieve common goals. Groups that can work well together are more

YOUWhen
NEED
QUESTIONS
productive.
you are focused onINSTRUCTIONS
a common goal, a common vision – you have
a bigger part inTO
the ASK
goal. Being productive,
Emotional Intelligence WHAT
active, and emotionally intelligent is collaboration!
1. MANAGING TIME: Does this time work for everyone? Are we in
• Dedicated time for team
1. Prior to the meeting start, put
agreement to start and end on time?
huddles
up six flip chart pages – one for
ACTIVE
PARTICIPATION:
category
to thegoals.
right.Teams that can2. work
Collaboration•isRespect
key! We need
to collaborate
achieve
common
well together
are moreHow will you participate? Who will lead
for each
team with others toeach
2. Provide
eachvision
team–member
CULTIVATE
YOUWhen
NEED
productive.
the team is focused
on a common COLLABORATION
goal,
a common
memberswithfeel like they the
havemeetings?
a bigger What’
part ins the attendance policy?
Emotional Intelligence WHAT
member
a stack
of stickyand
notes.
goal. You need to coach the team and
them believeGOAL:
that
challenges
obstacles
can the
be overcome.
3. isCONFIDENTIALITY:
open? What can be
1. help
FOCUS
Do you know
the goal that
team
trying to achieve? Will
Makethesuremeetings
it is clearbeand
• Ability to listen, reflect,
and ON THE
3. Team members will write down
• Respect for each team
taken outmayof need
meetings?
you understand your role in the group. Also realize the mission/goal
to change or evolve.
respond
answers to questions on their
member
4. ACTIVE
Howorcan
we encourage
listening? How will
What
ampads.
Iisdoing?
is each
teamWe
member
doing?LISTENING:
Am I helping
hindering
the team?
bring2.it can
inCOMMUNICATE:
your
sticky
Encourage
honesty.
Onboarding• toCommon
a New Team
is•anWillingness
exciting time,to but
also be scary! New
talent
vital
toWhat
MetLife'
s success.
want you
goals
we discourage
Summarize
what
arethetodoing
If youintelligence
need
something,interruptions?
say something. Don’t be afraid
4. canyou
Posttake
responses
onforthe
wallemotional
to feelYOU
welcomed
and valued in knowledge
yourCULTIVATE
position.andHerepastareCOLLABORATION
some
steps you
helpand
youask
and
yourfeedback.
WHAT
NEED
Ability
listen, collaborate
reflect,
andwith other departments,
to ask questions
orand
provide
yourCome
input.
could provide
spark
for the team.
5.isa anew
CLEAR
EXPECTATIONS:What
do you expect from team
experience
to You
consensus
in your role.•Meet
newtopeople,
andyour
take
it review.
oneknow
day
atwhat
a time.
theretowards?
lot
toDo they
1. HAVE
A CLEAR MISSION: Does
team
theyWeareknow
working
know why they are
respond
members?
What
do
you expect where
from outside
as
a
team.
• Respect
BEis important
FLEXIBLE: Not
everything
is goingmayto need
go yourto change
way. Change
is inevitable. Seek compromise
you can.participants? What
learn! for each team
• Flip chartcollaborating?
and post3.it Itnotes
to realize
the mission
or evolve.
do you expect from me? What do you expect from the meeting?
5. Write the agreed-upon team
member • Willingness to bring in your
4. BE AUTHENTIC:
true
to yourself
yourindividual
knowledge,
skills,team
anddoing?
abilities.HowDon’t
What Beam
I doing?
isandeach
on the
willpretend
this helpto be something
norms
on theWhat
flip chart.
knowledge and past2. CLEAR COMMUNICATION:
6. members.
DECISION MAKING: How will we make decisions? How will we
• Emotional intelligence
you
aren’t.
Being
authentic
helps
build
trust
with
your
group
the team move forward? Have6.teamAgree
members
summarize
to help reinforce tasks and
as a team
that all ofwhatyouthey are doinghandle
experiences INSTRUCTIONS
conflict? How will we reach consensus? What if we do not
WHAT YOU• NEED
Common goals
RELIABLE:orDon’t
up forto meetings
late. Don’t cancel. Deliver on your promises and communicate as
actions, clear5. upBEquestions,
raisewillshow
issues.
adhere
these norms.
reach a consensus?
• Time management
needed.
you
need
assistance,
askthis!
for it.It’sPartnering
with
othersbetimetohandled?
complete
taskswillisyou
a great way to
• Time to reflect
and ask
questions
your eyes
and
take
breath!
You’ve
aHow
newwillandmeetings
exciting
to learnHow
• Ability
to listen,
reflect, and 1.3. Close
ESTABLISH
NORMS:
BeingaIfdeep
on the
same
page isgot
important.
• Flexibility
collaborate.
something
new,with
engage
manage
relationships.
communicate
yourand
team?
How willnewdecisions
be reached?
• A journal (andrespond
a pen) to record
6.in theBEmoment.
INNOVATIVE
PROBLEMfeelSOLVE:
Shareandnew
ideas! Don’t
be afraid
to create
think outside of the box.
• Willingness
to bring
notes, contact
info, or things
you in your 2.4. Stay
presentCOLLABORATION:
Avoid
FOSTER
Make&multitasking.
members
included
significant,
regardless
of the
size ofortheir
teammeeting
norms should
allow fortothis
time.their
If youtasks,
run achievements,
into a problemand
or obstacle on your project – ask for
want to learnknowledge
more about.and experience 3. Build
role.relationships.
Provide timeYour
at each
for members
discuss
Meet
your new team
and be positive.
Prior to meeting
new people – takehurdles.
help.
• Video-conferencing for
• Discovery skills
to review organizational
to understand
teammembers
setup. must be coached and led to believe the
5. time
ENCOURAGE
INNOVATION &charts
PROBLEM
SOLVING:theTeam
remote
challenges
theypages
face, can
and more
will beabout
overcome.
Tackledo.problem-solving.
• Knowledge that
you members
won’t
4. Review
otherand
linesobstacles
of business’
to learn
what they
This will help youDon’t
if let issues or
remember everything, but
youproblems
need tolinger.
collaborate with other groups.

How To: Fostering Collaboration

She saw in the EI
Group that more
content is coming.
She can’t wait.

I N TRO

She takes the EI self
assessment. and opts
into the EI Chat Bot.

I N TRO

How To: Fostering Collaboration

As part of the
experience, she opens
the 30 days of EI
calendar and sets up an
Outlook task to look at it
each day.

How To: Onboarding to a New Team
I N TRO

Her attention is
grabbed when she sees
a sign in the elevator:
Stressed out? Improve
your Emotional
Intelligence, using an
AR app to begin the
journey.

Emotional Intelligence

I N TRO

How To: Create Team Norms – In-Person Meeting

She accesses and watches
the Emotional Intelligence
animation, and
testimonials from her
peers and leaders.

continue to ask questions.
• Time to take care of yourself

CELEBRATE
team works
well new
together
a common goal.
5.6. Seek
input andCOLLABORATION:
guidance. It’s ok! Celebrate
You won’t when
know your
everything.
Use your
teamtoasachieve
a resource
as anand
example
teams so they
can model the behavior.
toAlso,
helpuse
youitlearn
grow.forThisother
is awareness
of others!

6. Establish open communication with your manager and your team members.
7. Take care of yourself! Starting a new job can be mentally and physically stressful. Don’t burn
yourself out. Take time for you. Spend some time doing activities that invigorate you! This is
awareness of self!
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5

BEST PRACTICES

4

2

1
BEGIN WITH A
LEARNER CENTRIC
DESIGN APPROACH
[FOCUS ON THE
RELEVANCE]

DESIGN FOR A
RANGE OF
MOMENTS OF
LEARNING NEED
AND EXPANDED
LEARNING ROLES

to Help Learners Thrive

3
LEVERAGE
TECHNOLOGY
APPROPRIATELY

HELP THEM
CONNECT,
RECONNECT AND
COLLABORATE –
NEW MINDSETS,
KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS

5
BLEND LIKE
A SMOOTHIE
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“It is not necessary to change.
Survival is not mandatory.”
- W. Edwards Deming
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We’re at our best when helping our clients achieve their best.

Making a meaningful impact on the world together.
gpstrategies.com

Matthew Donovan

Chief Learning Officer
mdonovan@gpstrategies.com

Cara Halter

Director Digital Learning Strategies and Solutions

chalter@gpstrategies.com

We’re social, chat with us!
@gpcorp

gpstrategies

blog.gpstrategies.com

gp-strategies-corporation

GPStrategiesCorp

info@gpstrategies.com
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